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Is American Science Corrupt?

l11e message from politicians, govenunent officials and science's
enemies, amply amplified by the press, is that scientific research
has been corrupted-and science now reeks of scandal and fraud.
These accusations are disparate, and so are difficult to judge.
Recently, however, a means has arisen to assess them: Time
magazine, in a cover story "Science Under Siege" (Aug. 26),
has marshaled its many resources to state-some might say
write-this indictment. The Time piece is succinct and specific
enough to be used to test the indictment.
It was written by science journalist Leon Jaroff, the fow1der
of Time Inc. 's ill-fated magazine Discol'er (to which we
contributed, very briefly, at the outset). Discover, like Time, was
a major and largely w1critical booster of big, costly science
projects, particularly space science and nuclear warfare schemes,
like Star Wars, linked to patriotic image and national defense.
These magazines, like many others, have been far less interested
in the toils and triwnphs of individual researchers-the science
stories we favor-whom the Time article skewers.

Researcher In Spotlight

The cover shows an Ivy Leaguish research scientist in a clean
white lab coat, spread out for inspection on a microscope stage.
"Tight money, blw1ders and scandal plague America's re
searchers," the coverline says.
Jaroff says, correctly, that researchers are demoralized by
hard times and by escalating attacks on their work. Science does
have problems that merit critical analysis, and demand correc
tion. But Jaroffl1as written a simpler, blame-the-victim piece.
After a fa.st recap of American science's astonishing discov
eries in recent decades, Jaroff writes:
''Now a sea change is occurring, and it does not bode well for
researchers--or for the U.S. While American science remains
productive and still excels in many areas, its exalted and almost
pristine image is beginning to tarnish."
But: This "pristine image" was precisely the invention of
fair-weather cheerleaders like Ja.roff and Time, in an era when
image-building of science fit the popular mood. What, in our
experience, the slicks did not then wish to say is that scientists
are subject to the same hwnan foibles of arrogance, egoism,
dishonesty and greed as everyone else, and always have been.
The science press thus failed its job, and bred dangerously false
expectations of science-which could not be met. (Scientists
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and advocates who preached the purity and perfection of
science must share the blame for this pollyannish misperception.)

Science Is Self-Correcting

The critical point that Ja.rofffails to make in his piece is that
science, w1like most of the forces lined up against it, is a self
correcting process-like political democracy. This is a funda
mental strength for both.
A fraudulent paper with no basis in data won't-because it
can't-last as a stepping stone to new discovery. It will sink fast
into oblivion, carrying along the researcher's reputation.
Time wields a wide brush in its indictment. But, astonish
ingly, most of the alleged sins were not committed by the bench
researchers targeted on its cover. What is more, the few
allegations that are directed at individual researchers a.re either
unproved, confused--or wrong.
An accusatory red-on-white sidebar, for example, headlines
"a string of blw1ders, fiascos and tragedies in space"-in
programs Time reported uncritically in the past such as the
Challenger. But, as the fine print points out, engineers had
wamedNASA aboutthefatally flawedO-rings onthespacecraft's
booster engines. They were overruled, not by research scien
tists, but by NASA honchos.
The $1.5 billion error in grinding-and resultant half blind
ing--of the Hubble Space Telescope was an engineering and
administrative oversight: cost-cutting had crippled quality
control; research scientists were not involved. The behind
schedule GOES 7 weather satellite, similarly, is imperiled by
cl!eap wiring, not research misconduct; the crippled Galileo
Jupiter Probe also reflects engineer
ing faults, not poor basic science.
Opinion
Time's worst broad-brushing
-actually a tarring and featl1er
ing--occurs in a red-ink sidebar headlined''Frauds and Embar
rassments." It depicts five individual scientists, but does not
say which of them has committed "fraud," a serious charge
with dire legal meaning, and which, rather, has been merely
embarrassing.
Two of the five a.re cold fusionists Stanley Pons, Ph.D. and
Martin Fleisclunann, Ph.D. Time says they a.re being scomed
because they '· fow1d something that probably does not exist.''
But, after just two yea.rs, it's too soon to know for sure.
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NIH Chief: OSI Investigation 'Sloppy'
Newly published biographies of FBI chief J. Edgar Hoover
Important, and largely neglected in the news coverage, were
contain an important reminder, lest it be forgotten:
Healy's revelations of gross procedural error, arrogance, and
The loudest, most self-righteous keepers of public morality apparent prejudice on the pa.rt of the OSI investigator in the
and their hangers-on often do the most to undennine the Imanishi-Kari case, psychologist Suzanne Hadley, Ph.D.
freedoms and protective procedures of the Democratic system
The NIH chief prefaces her revelations with a careful state
they claim to defend.
ment of standards for an NIH probe ofa researcher's integrity:
Nowhere is this better demonstrated than in the case ofTufts
Because of [the] potential for substantive error, and
researcherThereza.Imanishi-Kari, Ph.D. Her alleged fraud-as
for devastating yet honest mistakes in judgment that
detected byCongressman Dingell, the Secret Service and NIH's
can wreck lives, careers and reputation, it seems to me
Office of Scientific Integrity (OSI)-is being chewed over,
to be especially important that the agreed upon proce
endlessly, in Science and Nature, the two main sciencejournals,
dures used to come to a judgment of guilt or innocence
and in the newspapers.
be well defined and adhered to as perfectly as possible,
What reporters covering this story might have explored much
and in spirit as well as in detail. Procedures, as
estab(ished by regulation or law, should be our bible.
more carefully is the rectitude, quality, and probity of the case
But in the OSI probes ofDavid Baltimore and lmanishi-Kari,
against Imanishi-Kari. They have failed to do so, despite a
beckoning open door: the testimony on August l , by NIH on the one hand, and ofHIV co-discoverer Robert Gallo, M.D.,
Director Bernadine Healy, M.D., before the Dingell subcom on the other, Healy states:
"Procedures and regulations were being significantly devi
mittee on oversight and investigations.
News reports have depicted her presentation as a challenge ated from."
Dr. Healy came to NIH only recently. She says that as she
to Dingell, which it was, and as foolhardy-which we think it
was not. It was, simply, straight and courageous.
continued on next page
in August, pointing out that the charges against her are ''a/lega
tions, '' that ''remain to be proven. . . . The facts in this case are
contested
....
continued from preceding page.
"The le�.:-'": has been devastating to Dr. lmanishi-Kari's
According to Frederick Mayer, Ph.D., a hot- turned cold-fusion 'presumption ofi1mocence' in the scientific commw1ity as well
physicist-businessman, researchers in more than I 00 labs have as in the media, as is evident in the article by Mr. Jaroff.''
observed ''positive nuclear effects,'' and many continue to
This letter has not been published by Time.
The rest of the Time piece is similarly flawed. It does not
probe the Pons-Fleischmann clues. What is particularly insidious, Mayer told us, in an interview in Ann Arbor, Michigan,just stand up as an indictment of corruption in the laboratory, or in
before the Time issue appeared, is the media arrogating to itself the process of science. What then is it all about?
Time says, accurately, that science has developed many
judgments that properly belong to science.
"The (news] media is fonning the opinion of the science, vocal and powerful enemies: animal rightists, AIDS activists,
rather than the science fonning the opinion for the media," he luddites, and, leading the attack, Congressman John Dingell
said. Time's dismissal of cold fusion is a textbook example.
(D-Mich). The attacks are quite real.
The next rogue in Time's gallery of"frauds and embarrassScientists and citizens must try to w1derstand and grapple
ments" is Nobelist biologist David Baltimore, Ph.D., whom, it with these attacks and their causes. Time could have helped. It
says, "supervised" suspect work in the lab of MIT immw1olo- failed to-even as it failed to show that science is corrupt.
(Note: We will look critically at science's major
ist Thereza. Imanishi-Kari, Ph.D. "An inquiry," Time says,
______ p_ro_l!_lems--i11c/11di11 the resent. Ow(!!f_lll reaction a ai11st
"fow1d the study was iMeet:Ffake ."
The problem is, Baltimore did not "supervise" lmanishi- it--i11f11t11re issues ofPROBE.)
Kari's work; his lab contributed data to it. More importantly, the
''fraud'' charge is contained in the draft report of an investiga
tion prepared for the NIH Office of Scientific Integrity (OSI) at
the National Institutes of Health {'NIH). It was leaked to the
Editor and P11b/isher
press, but has not been accepted by NIH (see story above).
David R. Zimmerman
Production
Comptroller
As the chief OSI investigator, Suzrume W. Hadley, Ph.D.,
Angela M. Darling
VeYa H. Zimmerman
told lmru1ishi-Kari's lawyer, last April:
"Notwithstru1ding the publicity and the apparent view of PROBE is written ru1d published independently, initially on a
some that the findings in the draft report are final, we regard [it] monthly schedule. Subscription: $53 per year. Editorial office:
121 E. 26thSt., NewYorkCity,NY 10010. Phone: 212-679as precisely that, i.e., subject to revision and/or correction."
1558. For subscriptions, Box 1321, Cathedral Station, New
Time, with its vast reportorial resources, must have known York, NY 10025. Contents of this newsletter may not be
reproduced without pennission.
this-and chose to ignore it.
MEMBER. NEWSLETTER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION
One of lmru1ishi-Kari's colleagues, biologist Joan Press,
Ph.D., ofBrandeis University, in Walthrun, Mass., wrote to Time
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became involved in these cases, last spring, she made· 'an array
of discoveries" indicating "significant problems" in OSI's
adherence to the Public Health Service procedures, as well as
"management and oversight deficiencies" and "irregular and
sloppy perfonnance." (Ironically, these are some of the very
charges that investigator Hadley has tried to pin on Baltimore
and Imanishi-Kari!)

Due Process Jeopardized

The leaked release of the critical draft report on Imanishi
Kari violated her due process, Healy testified. So did her
inability to review and comment, in advance ofrelease, on the
Secret Service data and material on which the report was based.
Dr. Healy says Dr. Hadley "did not work well" with her boss
at OSI, and at her own request was transferred to a new
assigmnent. But she continued to work on the Imanishi-Kari and
Gallo probes elsewhere at NIH. This, the NIH director said,
''raised in my mind additional concerns about management
assurances for confidentiality of records, docwnents and files
and [her] proximity to support persoiu1el who helped with such
proper management and oversight.''
The most revealing glimpse at OSI's faulty procedure is this:
"On three separate occasions, members of[my] staff made
comments to me to the effect that Dr. Hadley had become 'close'
to Dr. O'Toole, the 'whistleblower' in the case. I was also told
that one ofthe secretaries had commented that Dr. Hadley was
being called by Dr. O'Toole 'all the time,' even 'sometimes
three times a day.'''
Dr. Healy said she discussed this with an NIH lawyer, who
confinned the multiple phone calls, but said OSI policy required
investigators like Hadley to keep logs of their calls.
"Subsequently," Dr. Healy testified, "Dr. Hadley refused to

show [the lawyer] the logs, and in a memo took the position that
she was being investigated and her integrity [was] being ques
tioned. She stated she would not reveal her phone logs w1less
she was fonnally charged with some wrongdoing."
Later, it emerged that "Dr. Hadley was not properly keeping
logs of all phone calls, and was not consistently using OSI
fonns" for all calls. ''She would not be precise on when or why
she did or did not keep official phone records in accordance with
OSI policy." Adds Dr. Healy:
The phone log issue brought to my view again that an

OSI investigation was being carried out without faithful

attention to the procedural detail that was set up by OSI
itself. Furthermore, it was again apparent that Dr. Hadley

was not being properly supervised in her OSI activities.

Dr. Hadley, then, is more than just cheeky and insubordinate.
She conducted a flawed, very possibly illegal investigation over
many months-and the draft indictment against Imanishi-Kari
is the almost-certainly-tainted fruit of this effort.
We wonder why the writers and editors at Nature and Science
are not writing insistently about these procedural flaws.

Investigator Rebuts Chief

Ex-OSI investigator Suzanne Hadley denies NIH director
Healy's charge that her work was procedurally flawed. In a
phone interview, Hadley said:
''In all major aspects, as far as I am aware, those investi
gations were entirely procedurally correct.''
Hadley said Healy's "allegations" were "ma.de up" to
cover her own (Healy's) "aberrant actions" in interposing
herself-improperly-in the investigative process, and in
questioning Hadley's integrity. She said of the investigation:
''They were carried out with an abiding regard for prin
ciples of fairness, thoroughness and objectivity at a.II times.''

The OSl's Odd View of Science

We have read the leaked OSl report.
Itis too complex-legal!y, scientifically and forensically-for
us to assess it comprehensively.
Our guess is that it is significantly flawed-and the scuttle
butt at NIH is that it is being recast, pending Ima.nishi-Ka.ri's
rebuttal. But it seems w1likely that NIH will move forward with
the OSI probe before a Baltimore grand jury decides whether to
indict Tmanishi-Kari for lying to Congress and NIH.
Some passages in the draft docwnent, however, are of
inunediate-and general-concern: They show that OSI has a
rigid, lock-step view of how science is and must be done.
We think this view is w1real. It also is dangerous, because it
suggests prescriptive rules about how science should be con
ducted in the laboratory-and even in scientists' most private
writings and ruminations. These are our observations:
The document states that "if the reported research was not
authentic, it would be irrelevant if the published results hap
pened to be correct." This ignores the rules of probability.
lt is very w1Iikely that a wholly inauthentic experiment could
produce authentic results coincidentally. Yet it is quite common
for a scientist's intuition to be correct, while his or her explanaNovember 1, 1991

tion, or experiments to demonstrate the effect at first are
incorrect or imperfect. The OSI's right-method-lea.ds-to-right
answer view is too concrete. Science is not Bingo.
When the data published in Cell were questioned, Imanishi
Kari fell back on what she claimed were unpublished data
contained in her notebooks. The OSI report says '"without
unpublished data from these notebooks, the paper would not
have withstood the scrutiny ofearlier investigations. Thus, the
f
validity o all the notebook data, regardless of their inclusion in
the original publication, crune to be legitimately within the
scope of the OSI investigation [ emphasis in the original]."
We think this is wrong, and that OSI took a.11 w1warrru1ted
fishing trip tl1rough these papers. If, as here, ru1 investigation
reaches the point where a scientist is asked to produce his or her
notes, then it certainly is fair to exrunine data for the published
results, and for later back-up statements. But to say that ''all''
of a scientist's notes are fair game is prejudicial.
David Baltimore told the investigators: "In my mind, you
can make up ru1ything that you want in your notebooks, but you
can't call it fraud if it wa.sn 't published."
We agree.
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A Case Report:

HOW PAT McGRADY'S 'CANHELP'

(Note: The principals in this article both are myfriends, and I
regret the circumstances that impel me to write it-D.R.Z.)
.
Where to tum for help--for life-sustaining iufonnation-when
cancer strikes?
A recent (May 7) issue of the popular magazine Woman's
World carries an article headlined:
"If you 're dying of cancer, there may be one man who can
save your life."
"That man," the blurb goes on to say, "is Patrick McGrady
[Jr.], perhaps the only one in the world who knows all about the
latest cures and where they can be found."
The writer whose brief piece supports these sensational
claims is Holly M. Redell. Unfortw1ately, there is no indication
in the piece that Patrick and Holly are friends. They are. There
also is no indication that Pat's advice may be contradictory and
confusing. But infonnation that Pat recently sent to a cancer
patient indicates that-at least in one case- it can be. This
material also suggests that Pat may not be nearly as up-to-date
on the latest life-saving cures as Redell claims.

My friend's case, about which I know some particulars, thus
serves as an unwelcome touchstone to assess whether the
personalized letter of advice Pat sent back describes ''the latest
cures and where they can be fow1d,'' as Woman's World says,
or, as Pat wrote to my friend, more modestly, provides "the best
ideas we can find for treating your disease at this point.''

Information Source Needed

In explaining why he wrote to Pat, my ill friend said:
"Isn't there a need for someone to do what McGrady is
doing?" That is, to supply "independent infonnation and
advice,"from outside the self-serving "cancer establishment"
of ACS, the National Cancer Institute (NCI), in Bethesda, MD,
and the network of research and treatment centers they support?
Perhaps. The question is: How well does Pat fill the bill?
By the time he asked this question, my friend-to his
extraordinary good fortune-had become engaged in the con
ventional care network, not just for standard therapies, but also
at its cutting edge. Luckily, he also had insurance to cover the
$250,000 projected cost for a grueling, six-month course of life
or-death therapy. These case facts are relevant:
My friend, age 51, was diagnosed last Thanksgiving with oat
Victory Claimed
cell
carcinoma of the lung (OCCL), also called small-cell
In Woman's World, she describes two of Pat's successful
carcinoma.
This w1common lw1g cancer tends to occur in
"patients"-a 72-year-old West Coast woman, Sara Black,
smokers.
My
friend once smoked heavily. It initially was not
who "beat the big C," and an eight-year old boy with a brain
clear
whether
the
cancer was limited to his chest, which would
tumor from New York state, who "was sent for lifesaving drug
provide
some
fair
grow1ds
for hope, or, rather had already spread
therapy to Texas," at Pat's direction. Redell writes that Pat's.
to
his
brain-in
which
case
his prospects surely were grim.
help can be elicited by sending $400 to his cancer infonnation
service, CANHELP, in Port Ludlow, Washington.
Patrick McGrady is neither a doctor nor a scientist, nor does Prognosis Is Improving
he claim to be-but he asks for medical records. He is a
Until a few years ago, OCCL was a sentence of early death;
sometime colleague of mine, a journalist. We both were by now my friend would have been gone. But in the l 970's NCI
presidents of a national journalists' organization, of which supported researchers developed a chemotherapeutic approach
Holly was the chief administrator.
that produces striking remissions, and even cures some patients.
Pat's father, Pat, Sr., was the long-time spokesman for the
McGrady says, fairly accurately, that less than 10% of
American Cancer Society (ACS), until he got cancer, and was patients with early disease will live 5 years or more. What he
badly treated by establislunent doctors. He had a major falling fails to say is that before these therapies, virtually no one did.
-----,o""u""t .,.:,
wm, ACS, ai,�ue an advoc
r 1orthodox cancer
Pat says, incorrectly, and confusingly, that studies of the
treatments. Since his death from the cancer, son Pat, Jr., has drugs my friend received have reported no amat1cally long
taken up his cudgel to promote survivals. Yet later in his letter he describes a friend of his own
alternative kinds of cancer who had survived IO years with standard drug care plus w1con
Investigation
care-including treaters and treat ventional therapy. A recent scientific report said 5% of patients
ments some would call "quack". treated at NCI survived IO years or longer (Johnson, BE, et al.
No evidence is offered in the Woman's World piece that Pat Journal of Clinical Oncology 8:396-401, 1990).
can read medical records, or is qualified to do so, and thus can
Adding to the confusion, after bad-mouthing the drugs my
produce individualized, medically-astute advice.
friend had been given, Pat then recommends a clinic in Gennany
Pat told us, in a telephone interview, that he does not read x where he• 'probably'' would be given one of these drugs, albeit
rays, but asks for the radiologist's swmnary and other medical in a different and possibly more aggressive way. Explaining his
records about a client's cancer and general health. He says he method to us, by phone, Pat recently said:
discusses the data with his own physician consultants before
"I advise every OCCL patient to get conventional chemo
suggesting treatment options.
therapy because [OCCL] goes so fast that most of the alternative
Sadly, a dear friend and relative of mine has been diagnosed schemes don't have time to make even a dent."
with a deadly lw1g cancer. He sent Pat $400.
He added that the conventional chemotherapy should win
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most such patients about a year of life-time that they can use strongest real hope for survival! More to the point, the infonna
to seek other methods.
tion that''bone marrow'' is a viable, albeit experimental therapy
The "establishment" researchers, of course, hope to do for OCCL, is-and was-readily available to Pat, as well as to
better than they've reported thus far.
my friend. The fact that Pat failed to obtain or offer it must be
One method they are trying is autologous bone marrow considered in assessing his service.
transplantation. This name is confusing, because the ''trans
This infonnation is available through NCI. It sponsors a
plant'' is not the cancer-killing therapy. Rather, several pints of Cancer Infonnation Service. Any American can reach it, by
bone marrow-which includes the
dialing 1-800-4-CANCER. This ser7 vice is free.
stem cells that make our immw10- 11
logically protective white blood
It is staffed by trained counselors
cells-are sucked out of the bones
who provide verbalinfonnation, book
through a needle, and are deep fro
lets and frequently-updated computer
zen. Stem cells in the bloodstream
printouts listing standard and experi
also are preserved.
mental therapies and particulars about
Giant doses of powerful anticancer
where they are offered. This source
drugs then are given. It is hoped they
presently lists five U.S. cancer hospi
will destroy every last remaining oat
tals that now offer ''bone marrow
cell. But tJ1ey also kill fast-dividing
transplant'' for OCCL, including the
stem cells as well.
hospital that Pat knew was providing
When the chemical poisons have
my friend's cancer care.
done theirwork, and have dissipated,
Pat's failure to provide this infor
the patient's stem cells are thawed,
mation is serious. But it allowed him
and returned, to reconstitute his or
to discowit the standard drug therapy
her immw1e system.
my friend was receiving and the ex
My friend fow1dhimself i11 one of
perimental one he was being offered,
That man is Patrick McGrady,
in order to promote his unproven alter
tbe several U.S. cancer research hos
perhaps the only one in the world
pitals where "bone marrows" are who knows all about the latest
natives. Rejecting bone marrow trans
plant, Pat writes, in boldface, that my
being tried experimentally for OCCL cures and where they can be found
h811 Sara Black. 72, of low, Washington,
Patrick
friend should pursue different thera
(it is being widely used for a variety
er
W Hillsboro,Oregon, was di- McGrad
a5
·
agnosed wi .t>varia
pies that would "dramatically" inof other cancers elsewhere around
the cow1try). Though the results .____________________, crease his chance of survival.
There follow 11 single-space pages
have not yet been published in a Magazine praises McGrady's cancer knowldege.
of chatty but confusing infonnation
joumal, he was told that 9 of the first
10 patients like himself, with limited OCCL, were apparently on altemative treatments, interspersed with news and press
disease-free survivors-and two were out past four years. He release data about conventional therapists, and infonnation on
also was told, after many tests, that when he completed the some independent cancer specialists who fall between the two
stools. The altemative methods include old quack remedies like
standard therapy he would be a candidate.
Pat, to give him his due, did not know all these details. But coffee enemas. Highly recommended by Pat is a regimen that
he searched an NCI data base of published reports, called requires a restrictive diet, the swallowing of 100 to 150 or more
MEDLARS, which, he said, presented data on the utility of bone pills each day, including pancreatic enzymes to destroy the
marrow transplant in treating OCCL. He wrote that the printout cancer, and coffee enemas to wash away the dead cancer cells.
Other recommendations are the industrial solvent DSMO,
showed, clearly, that this method provides ''little or no benefit''
electricity, injections of vitamin C, inl1alation of vitamin A.
to ''patients such as you."
This was hardly easy advice for my friend to grapple with, Confusingly, however, some of the more conventional practitio
given that his doctors were recommending the procedure.
ners whom Pat recommends use variations of the drug regimens
The MEDLARS printout, now lost, contained no positive developed at NCI that he disparages elsewhere in his letter!
Little in the $400 letter pertains specifically to OCCL. Most,
reports on bone marrow transplant for OCCL, because few had
been published. Another reason, Pat indicated recently by ratlter, is anecdotes on results with other-<iifferent-cancers.
An outdated reference, in the future tense, to a company that
phone, was that the printout he sent was on the wider subject of
treatments for OCCL, not on the more focused topic of OCCL "will be marketing the[se] drugs by 1990," suggests that the
$400 letter my friend got in March of 1991 was an all-purpose
and bone marrow transplant that he said he was sending.
Suppose my friend had believed Pat McGrady, and thrown missive, lightly personalized in response to his mortal plea.
It is noteworthy that no data is included. For example, Pat
away what seems to him, and to his doctors (and to me), his

""=iiiP-,iiiiiia______
·

lfyou're

clying of cancer,

there may be one
man who
can save
your life
,.A_,__.

continued on next page
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highly recommends a nutritional therapy (described above),
developed by a dentist, for which 80% five-year swvival is
claimed for an unidentified group of ''far-advanced'' cancers.
Pat himself discounts this claim, with the caveat ''if . .. true.''
Pat says that no others get results that are "even close"-but
without indicating whether any of these purported treatment
successes were in oat cell patients, and if so how well they fared
on vitamins and coffee enemas.

Experts Cited
The letter includes 19 identifiable names of cancer research
ers and practitioners. Only five are said to have expertise in
OCCL. Two are leading cancer-establishment figures-Paul
Bwm, M.D., of the University of Colorado, in Denver, and John
Minna, M.D., of the U.S. Naval Hospital, in Bethesda, MD.
Both are exponents of the conventional therapies that my friend
is receiving.
The 19 experts can be fairly easily categorized: Surprisingly,
the majority (11) are establishment men. A second group, of
five, are borderline, between established and alternative care.
Only three, for whom Pat has very high praise, are far outside the
boundary of established care.
We asked NCI's Cancer Infonnation Service to check each
of these 19 names; they used a broad, intemational data base
called CANCERLIT. Clearly, if a cancer specialist has recently
developed what Pat calls a "further treatment" that might
"extend dramatically" my friend's chances for life, this is
where one might expect to find it. This is what CANCERLIT
fow1d, searching each of the 19 names, and the topic OCCL, for
the last six years:
Of the 11 established names on Pat's list, three were in the
data base, Drs. Minna and Bunn, mentioned above, who would
be likely, if not certain, to recommend drug therapies similar to
the ones my friend received. Also on the data base was David
Golde, M.D., of UCLA, developer of a stem-cell boosting
material called colony stimulating factor-which, in fact, my
friend bas received.
None of the other eight established cancer experts whom Pat
describes has published on OCCL in the last six years.
Ofthe five men in the borderline group, not one has published
anew treatmentor anythingelse on OCCL in the last six years.Of
the three names in the far-out group, none has published on
OCCL in the six years. Yet these therapists and therapies are
highly recommended by Pat.

their families tumed to Pat for help. The woman had received
surgery, and said she had been offered either follow-up chemo
therapy or radiation .She turned to Pat for help on where to get
both standard methods. The boy had received alternating
courses of radiation and chemotherapy at arnajor New York City
cancer hospital. These treatments were stopped when he went
to Texas for therapy by a physician who offers alternative, urine
extract treatments that Pat says are frowned on by FDA.
We recently phoned Holly to ask ifshe'd elicited information
about these patients' standard care before writing her story. She
waffled, then said:
"I just concentrated with them on what Pat's service did for
them....
''My impression was that the doctors that led to the results
were the doctors he [Pat] recommended."
We then called Pat. He told us, candidly, the boy had died.
He died in August, three months after Holly's report said, "He's
a far cry from the boy destined to die from a malignant brain
twnor.'' The woman has had, and has been successfully treated
for a recurrence of her cancer, Pat said.

Printout Sent

That evening, Pat sent us the printout of a CANCERLIT
search that specifically sought published and unpublished re
ports on OCCL and bone marrow transplant; this is the search
that we think he originally should have done for my friend.Right
at the top is a 1988 report from the American Society of Clinical
Oncology in which my friend's doctors report that5 of their first
6 patients still were alive, and "all 5 remain [disease] progres
sion-free 3 to 16+months after their bone marrow treatments.''
Pat already had told us that if he had seen, and believed, the
good results my friend had been told about, he might have
recommended bone marrow. But, there they were, early on,
reported at a meeting Pat says he keeps track oft What is more,
since they came from the hospital where my friend was being
treated, Pat easily could have picked up the phone and talked to
the doctors before telling my friend to reject them.
By now, Pat had checked his records, and discovered my
friend's identity, which we had not disclosed.
Referring to the CANCERLIT printout, in a note, he asked
me ''what the hell'' I would have said, in his place, ifI had seen
the reports swnmarized in it. They showed, he said, that the
method works for patients with limited disease, but that my
friend "had brain mets'' [metastases], meaning the disease had
spread. These patients would not be helped by transplant.
We asked Pat how he knew my friend's disease had spread,
since, while there had been early fear this was so, by the time the
bone marrow was offered, it was fairly clear that it bad not. Pat
read us an entry in the medical record, which my friend had sent
Standard Care Came First
him in February. It was the swnmary of a CAT scan, perfonned
In June, we phoned Sara Black and the mother of the eight in December, which said:
year-old boy with brain cancer-the two success stories cited by
"Suggestion of two ... lesions which, given the clinical
Holly Redell in her Woman 's World piece about Pat.At that time history, are consistent with metastases. However, due to
we were told both were in remission. We also discovered some artifact, these findings are equivocal.''
relevant information that was not disclosed or even hinted at in
Between mid-December and February the record Pat sent me
the article:
makes no further reference to metastases.
Both patients had received standard therapies before they and
Pat thus had made what doctors call the differential diagnosis
continued on the next page
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S&L Debacle, Detente and Drought
Win the Buffalo New Lands to Roan,

A congeries of recent hwnan and natural events is speeding the revealed continuing depopulation in Buffalo Commons cow1realization of a visionary environmental scheme, its authors say. ties. Of the 52 prairie grasslands counties in Nebraska., for
Their restorative proposal, called the B11jfalo Co111111011s, foresees example, 50 lost folks since 1980, he said.
transfonnation of depleted and depopulated fanns and ranches
Detente with the Russians is contributing to this depopula
into a wide, open prairie grassland. Buffalo, the A111erica11 bison, tion. Popper said many cow1ties and towns in the Northern Great
would be-and in fact already are being-restored in their Plains have hw1g on for years on revenues from defense instal
original habitat, to provide an enviromnentally sow1d economic lations, which now are being scaled back, ending the jobs that
base.
sustained these places. Severe recent drought, and a growing
The two authors of the prescient proposal, first published four congressional reluctance to subsidize fa.nn crops both contribute
years ago, both are city slickers: Political scientist Frank to this depopulation process.
Popper, Ph.D., and his wife, Deborah, a geographer, live in the
Geographer Debora.Ji Popper, meanwhile, is studying a hand
most crowded state, New Jersey, where they teach at Rutgers, in ful of cow1ties that have maintained stable populations through
New Brunswick. But their plans are for the least-crowded states, recent decades. She hopes to find clues to help other commu
nities survive. The Poppers say there is plenty of space in the
in the western plains.
Much, but by no means all of this vast area would be turned West for buffalo and for people who can find a. livelihood there.
That livelihood may be the buffalo themselves, raised for
back to the public domain, for managed and wild buffalo herds
and for other wild creatures. Viable farms would stay, as their meat and hides, Frank Popper says. He notes these
inholdings, as would Indian reservations which are guaranteed encouraging developments:
• The Sioux and other Native Americans are trying to
by treaty, and other currently well-used lands. Hunting and
establish a commercially viable, tribal buffalo herd.
other recreational land uses would be encouraged.
• A group in Alberta is asking the U.S. Park Service to give
them
the buffaloes that now a.re shot when they wander out of
Land Being Transformed
Yellowstone Park each winter, so they can build a Canadian
Political scientist Popper says, optimistically:
free-ranging herd.
"A whole lot'of things are converging to fonn the Buffalo
• Ranchers are turning to buffalo, which fare better during
Commons-and there are a lot of signs that the Commons are
sere times on the prairie-their natural habitat-than do cattle.
actually being formed.
'' People who were losing their shirt rwming cattle are
"We don't think it will happen right away. But we see it
increasingly finding that buffalo are working economically, and
moving a lot faster than we anticipated.''
a.re working enviromnentally," says Frank Popper.
The S&L scandal is one of the social forces driving this
'' Deborah and I keep going out to the Plains, and we keep
change, Popper said recently, in a phone interview from Rutgers.
seeing new Buffalo Commons projects emerging!''
It has left Oklal1oma banks, and others, holding huge portfolios
(For further information, write the Poppers at the
of over-valued land they can't now sell. Development pressures
Department of Urban Studies, Rutgers, New Brunswick,
have eased. So the land is fallow.
The Poppers see another hopeful sign in the 1990 census: It N.J. 08903.)
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that the' 'equivocal'' bra.i find_ings we�<lcancer, not something
else, as they in fact turned o t to be. He used a three-month old
medical record (CAT scan swnma.ry in December; Pat's letter
in March) to do so.
He said my friend should have told him his disease was
limited, and his records should have shown that there might be
some other cause for the brain lesions.
''You can't do a very good job for the patient unless you get

a very good history," Pat said.

# # #

But that, of course, is the problem, in our opinion:
Pat is trying to practice some fonn of medicine, by mail and
telephone, which we believe he is not equipped for, or profes
sionally trained to do. In this case he did not do his homework
November 1, 1991

on bone marrow and OCCL. He made a prognosis-the case is
essentially hopeless-based on a dated and explicitly "equivo
cal" diagnosis, and suggested some far-out, non-scientific
therapies, instead of bone marrow transplant.
Pat is a friend and a very well-meaning man. We wish he were
not doing what he is doing.
My ill friend may be right, that there is need for good,
independent cancer referral services. But they must be rw1 by
highly-trained physicians, familiar with the latest studies, who
have been drilled in the careful, cautious way that diagnosis,
referral and treatment must proceed if a patient is to receive
optimal care with minimal risk of error.
My friend is regaining his strength after his bone marrow
transplant.
(We have i1111ited Pat McGrady to write a PROBE
"Co1mterprobe" for 011r December issue.)
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Special Charter Subscription Offer for PROBE
You are cordially invited to reserve your charter sub
scription to PROBE, the new, critical, wholly-indepen
dent newsletter of science and medicine. PROBE will
publish investigative articles, analysis, and interpretation
-based on available data-on science and teclmology
and their links to public policy and personal health.
As with this issue, PROBE will find and print the
challenging, liidden stories that the established media are
afraid to publish.
PROBE will explore-and debunk-the policy-driv
ing myth that AIDS is spreading through the heterosexual
commw1ity so that teenagers need not be warned off sex,
and be told not to kiss their boyfriends and girlfriends. It
will describe the failure by government and the health
establislunent to take simple, obvious steps that could
significantly limit the spread of AIDS. Probe will exam
ine the tobacco industry, the genome project, and assess
whether Congress is conducting a witch hwtt against
Nobelist David Baltimore and other research scientists.
Reserve now to take advantage of our special charter
publication price of $53.

YES, cow1t me among those who support independent
medical and scientific reporting. Include me among
PROBE's supporters:
[ ] CHARTER SUBSCRIBER: Enter my one-year
subscription to PROBE; enclosed is my check for $53.
Fill out this fonn and mail it today:
Name:
Address:
City:
State:

Zip:

Make checks payable to:
David Zimmennan, Inc.-PROBE
Box 1321, Cathedral Station
New York, New York I 0025
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Box 1321
Cathedral Station
New York, New York 10025
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